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1. INTRODUCTION 
Systematic ode improvement techniques often depend heavily on assumptions concerning the 
execution frequencies of portions of a computer program. For example, it is usually assumed that 
code within a loop will be executed more frequently than code outside the loop; thus one 
important optimization moves loop-invariant computations out of loops. However, consider the 
loop diagrammed in Fig. 1 below. 
Fig. I. A hypothetical loop. 
x =y*z 
If both y and z are loop invariant, it would seen worthwhile to move the multiplication “y *z” 
from block 2 to block 0. But if, on the average, the branch from block 1 to block 2 is taken one 
time in 1000 and the loop is executed an average of 10 times whenever it is entered, moving 
“y *I” to block 0 would cause the multiplication to be executed 100 times more frequently. 
Clearly, some way of determining the “profitability” of code motion is desirable, if not absolutely 
necessary. 
One way to estimate frequencies would be to run the program a number of times with 
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representative data and collect information on how many times each block is executed. Such a 
method was employed by Knuth[l] as a preliminary to hand optimization techniques. A second 
method, used in the original FORTRAN I compiler, allows the programmer to attach to 
each jump in the program the probability of the jump being taken. These "transition 
probabilities" can then be converted to execution frequencies by standard algebraic techniques. 
The aim of the current work is to demonstrate a method for the rapid solution of frequency 
equations and in so doing, introduce the reader to some standard techniques of global program 
analysis, particularly those techniques which are related to compiler optimization. 
2. BASICS 
The syntactic analysis phase of a compiler produces an intermediate t xt version of the 
program being compiled. This text is then scanned and subdivided into basic blocks of 
straight-line code from which a transfer may be taken only at the last instruction. Whenever a
basic block b is executed, all instructions in the block are executed once and then a transfer to 
one of a number of other basic blocks called successors of b is made. We can therefore model 
the program as a directed graph (N, E, no) in which the set of nodes N is just the set of basic 
blocks and the set of directed edges E represents he successor relationship, i.e. (n,, n2)E E if 
and only if n2 is a successor of n,. The distinguished node no is the program entry node, the unique 
node in the graph which is the successor of no other node. 
We say that node n~ is a predecessor of n, if (n2, nl) E E, i.e. if n~ is a successor of n2. The set 
of successors of a node n is denoted S(n) while the set of its predecessors P(n). We will use two 
special notations for successors of sets. If B C N is a set of basic blocks, 
S[B]= t_) S(n) 
nEB 
i.e. the set of successors of nodes in B. Similarly 
P[B]= U P(n). 
nEB 
Within a program, several nodes may contain an "exit" instruction. To aid our handling of 
program exits, we construct a special node nx which is the successor of each block containing an 
exit instruction; nx is called the program exit node. 
3. THE MARKOV MODEL OF PROGRAM FLOW 
Suppose we assume that the choice of the block to be next executed epends only upon the 
block currently being executed and not upon any previous execution history. This simplifying 
assumption allows us to model the flow of control as a stationary Markov process in which blocks 
are states of the chain. We associate with each edge (x, y) E E a transition probability p(x, y) 
which has the following properties: 
O<p(x, y )~ < 1 (1) 
y~x p(x ,y)= 1, Yx EN-{nx}. (2) 
The special node nx is considered to be an absorbing state of the chain while all other states are 
transient. 
Our goal in profitability analysis is to determine for each n E N the expected number of times 
node n will be executed, given that the program is executed once. We call this the expected 
frequency of n and denote it by f(n). The following theorem provides us with a tool for 
computing these expected frequencies. 
THF.OgEM 1. Under the Markov model of program flow, the expected frequencies fin) satisfy the 
following system of equations. 
f(no) = I (3) 
f (n)= ~ p(y,n)f(y), YnEN-{no ,  n~} 
yEP~n)  
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Proof. Let Ek.,, be the event hat the process is in state k at step m (that is, block k is the 
m'th block executed) and let Nk be the random variable whose value is the number of times the 
process visits state k in a single execution. The expected frequency is just 
f(k) = E[NE ]. 
Since the program entry node no has no predecessors and is always the first block executed, 
f(no) = 1, 
by definition. Suppose state k is such that k # no. Clearly 
Nk = ~ IE~,m 
m~| 
where IE~.. is the indicator function on EE,~.. That is 
IE~(ta) = {~ ifo~EEk.,, 
' otherwise. 
Taking expectations we get 
E[Nk] = ~ E[IE~..]. 
ra i l  
A standard result for indicator functions gives 
E[I~.~ ] = Prob (EE.,,) (4) 
The probability that the process is in state k at step m can be represented by the following 
conditional probability summation: 
Prob (Ek.,,) = ~ Prob (E~.m [E,..._,) Prob (Ej.,.-1). 
That is, the probability that the process is in state k at step m is the sum over all transient states I 
of the probability that the process is in state I at step m - 1 times the probability of a transition 
from k to I. In a program, Prob (EE.,, IE~.,,-1) must be 0 if l is not a predecessor f k so 
Prob (Ek.m) =, ~,~, p (l, k) Prob (E,.,. -1). 
Summing both sides and substituting by equation (4) yields 
E[IE~...] = ~ ,E~klP(l, k)E[ls ..... ]. 
Since E[Nk] <~ and E[Nd > o~ by the transience assumption, we can reverse the order of 
summation on the right to get 
which simplifies to 
E[Ir~... ] = ~'~ p (/, k) ~ E[IE .... ] 
m=l  IEp(k) rnml  
E[N~ ] =, ~,~, p (l, k)E[N,], 
the desired result. (See also [2.19]). 
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Let the nodes of N be numbered from 0 to m such that no is the program entry node. We may 
define for 0 <~ i, ./~< m 
P~l = f P (O nJ ) if ( n,, nj ) E E 
otherwise 
and 
.~ = f(n,) O<.i<~m. 
If we let P be the matrix of coefficients p~j, F be the column vector of frequencies f~, and E be the 
column vector of entry frequencies 
tl 
the system of equations (3) becomes 
P rF + E = F (5) 
or 
(p r _ I )F  = -E.  (6) 
Standard algebraic methods exist for the solution of linear systems uch as (5); however, one 
might expect hat special methods can be developed using the fact that the matrix P is sparse, i.e. 
few of the transition probabilities are non-zero. In fact, this is the case as we shall see in the 
ensuing sections. 
We are now ready to define profitability in terms of the expected frequencies. By a local 
examination of the basic blocks a running time t(n) can be associated with the nodes of the flow 
graph. The expected running time of a program G = (N, E, no) is just the inner product of running 
times and expected frequencies of the nodes: 
t(G) = Z_~ [(n) . t(n). 
We say that an optimizing transformation on a program G which produces program G' is 
proj~table in the Markov model or M-proIitable if 
t(G') < t(G). 
In fact, a heirarchy of profitability might be studied by examining the ratio 
t(G')lt(G) 
for various types of transformations. 
4. PROGRAMS WITHOUT CIRCUITS 
A major simplification in the solution of the system of equations (3) can be achieved for 
programs which do not contain circuits or loops. We begin with the set of edges E and define E to 
be its transitive closure; that is, (x,y)E/~ if and only if there exists a sequence of nodes 
n~, n2 . . . . .  nk such that n~ =x, n~ = y, and (n, n~+~)EE, 0~ < i <k. Such a sequence forms a 
control ]tow path from x to y. A control flow path from a node to itself is called a circuit. If no 
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circuit exists in the control flow graph of a program, the relation/~ has the following properties. 
(1) (x, y) E/~ ~(y ,  x) ~ ~' 
(2) (x ,y ) , (y , z )EE~(x ,z )EE  
(3) (x,x) ~/~ 
(antisymmetry). 
(transitivity). 
(irreflexivity). 
These are just the properties of an irreflexive partial ordering on N. A well-known theorem about 
partial orderings on a finite set N tells us that there exists a total ordering E* on N such that 
/~ CE*. A total ordering is a partial ordering with the additional requirement 
(4) x, yEN,  x¢y=>(x,y)EE* or (y ,x )EE* .  
Thus, given a partial ordering we can find an ordering which holds between any two distinct 
nodes and contains the original partial ordering. The standard method for construction such a 
total ordering is Knuth's "topological sort"[3]. 
A total ordering of the nodes of a circuit-free graph can be a powerful tool. For example, we 
can assign a number O(n) to every node n in the graph such that n: E S(n,)~ O(n2) > O(n,). If we 
visit the nodes of N in the order defined by 0, we will visit a given node only after we have visited 
all its predecessors in flow. Similarly, if we visit in the reverse order, we will visit n only after we 
have visited all its successors in flow. These facts will be used in our solution method. 
The following algorithm, adapted from Knuth[3] finds the ordering 0. 
Algorithm S Topological Sort Numbering Algorithm. 
Input: A flow graph G = (N, E, no) without circuits. 
Output: O(n ), Vn E N 
Method: 
begin k: = 1; 
e' find a maximal node e' 
while ::Ix • N 
such that Vy EN-{x} ,  (y, x)~E 
do O(x): = k; 
k:=k + l; 
e' remove x from N e' 
N: = N-  {x}; 
e" remove edges (x, z) from E e' 
for all e E E 
such that e = (x, z) 
do E:= E -{e}  od 
od 
end 
THEOREM 2. Algorithm S terminates and is correct. 
Proo/. Termination follows from the finiteness of G. To show correctness we must establish 
(1) All nodes in N are assigned an order. 
(2) If x EN and y ES(x ) then  O(x)<O(y). 
(1) Suppose the algorithm halts before all nodes are numbered. This means (by the 
while-condition) that for each node x in the set U of unnumbered nodes there exists a y E N 
such that (y, x) E E. Note that y must also be in U because all edges beginning with numbered 
nodes have been removed. 
Let k = [U[. Select a node xoE U. Let x, E U be a node such that (~,, xo) E E. Let x ,E  U be 
such that (x2, x,)E E. We can continue selecting nodes from U in this manner until we have 
constructed a sequence xk, xk-, . . . . .  x,, xo such that x~ E U, k ~ i ~> 0, and (x, x,_,) E E,,  ~ i > 0. 
The length of this sequence is k + 1, so some node of U must be repeated. This can happen only if 
the graph contains a circuit--the desired contradiction. 
(2) Suppose x E N, y E S(x) and O(x) > 0(y). Then y must have been numbered in the while 
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loop before x. But this is impossible since y cannot be numbered until the edge (x, y) is removed 
from E which can only happen when x is numbered. 
The next algorithm takes advantage of the ordering 0 to solve the profitability equations. 
Algorithm F Frequencies for a circuit-free graph. 
Input: (1) The circuit-free graph G = (N, E, no). 
(2) O(n), Yn E N. 
(3) p(x, y), ¥(x, y) ~ E. 
Output: f(n), Yn E N. 
Method: 
f(no): = 1; 
for k:= 2 to -l-[NI by 1 
do 
n:= the unique node in N 
such that O(n) = k; 
f(n): = ~e~., p(x, n )f(x ) 
od 
end 
THEOREM 3. Algorithm F terminates and is correct. 
Proof. Termination follows from the finiteness of G. Correctness i shown by induction on 
o(n). 
Basis: O(n)= 1 ~ n = no. But we know that the entry node is executed only once. 
Induction steps: Assume that f(n) has been correctly computed for all n such that O(n) ~ k. 
Let x be the unique node with O(x) -- k + 1. By Theorem 1, the equation 
f(x) = ,¢~x f(y)p(y, x) 
correctly computes f(x) if each f(y) is correct when it is applied. But this is true since 
y ~ P(x)  O 0(y) < O(x). 
This method of computation corresponds to the straightforward method applied when the 
coefficient matrix for a set of linear equations is triangular, i.e. "find and solve the shortest 
equation, then the next shortest, and so on". 
The example in Fig. 2 should serve to illustrate the acyclic technique. The transition 
probabilities are 
p(l,2) =0.5 p(1,3) =0.5 
p (2, 4) = l p (3, 4) = 0.2 
p (3, 5) = 0.8 p (4, 6) = l 
p(5,6) = 1 
0.~ ~ ~.5 
Fig. 2. An acyclic graph with transition probabilities. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6  
is an acceptable total order. Applying equations (3) at each node in that order we get: 
f(1) = i 
/(2) = 0.5 
/(3) -- 0.5 
f(4) = 0.5 + (0.2X0.5) - 0.6 
f(5) = (0.8)(0.5) = 0.4 
f(6) = 0.6 + 0.4 = I 
which is the desired solution. 
5. GRAPHS WITH CIRCUITS 
Although elegant, he method applied in Section 4 is not sufficient since most useful programs 
contain circuits. We must therefore turn to another form of analysis. Our method is to partition 
the graph into sub-regions which can be totally ordered by a method analogous to the topological 
sort. These sub-regions, proposed by Cocke and Allen, are called "intervals." An interval with 
header h is a set I of nodes in the graph such that 
(l) I is a single-entry region with entry node h; i.e. P[ I ] - I  = P(h) and P[ I -{h}]C I  
(2) All circuits in the interval contain h. In other words, I -{h} is circuit-free. 
Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d are examples of intervals. 
~ (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) A single node; (b) a self-loop; (c) a more compli~ted loop; and (d) a complex interval. 
Given a node h E N we define I(h) to be the largest interval with header h. The next algorithm 
has been shown to compute I(h), see Ref. [4]. 
Algorithm I Compute Maximum Interval 
Input: (1) A graph G = (N, E, no). 
(2) A selected node h. 
Output: /(h)--the maximum interval in G with header h. 
Method: 
begin 
end 
I(h): ={h}; 
L" Iteratively add nodes that have all their 
predecessors in I(h ) t r 
while :Ix E S[I(h )] - I(h ) 
such that P(x) CI(h) 
do I(h): = l(h)O{x} od 
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This algorithm leads naturally to another, also due to Cocke and Allen, which partitions the entire 
flow graph into a disjoint set of intervals. 
Algorithm P Interval Partition 
Input: A flow graph G = (N, E, no). 
Output: A set ~ of the intervals in G. 
Auxilliary Set: A list H of potential interval headers. 
Method: 
begin ~ The program entry node is a header e" 
H: = {no}; 
~9: =8;  
while H# O ¢ there are more headers ¢
do x: = an arbitrary node in H; 
H: = H -{x}; 
Find I(x) using Algorithm I; 
~: = ~9 U {I(x)}; 
e" Successors of I(x) which cannot be added are headers ¢ 
H: = H U {y E S[l(x)]-  I(x) such that I (y)  has not been computed} 
od 
end 
It is not difficult to show that this algorithm partitions G uniquely into a set of intervals. 
As an exercise, the reader should apply this algorithm to the graph in Fig. 4 below and 
convince himself that the intervals are {1}, {2, 3, 4}, {5}, and {6, 7, 8}. If we consider each interval 
to be a single node, we can define a successor relation on the set N, = ~ in a natural way. Interval 
/2 is a successor of I, if control can transfer directly out of I, unto Is. Formally, 
(It, I2)EE, iff 3n, EL, n2El= suchthat (n,,n2)EE. 
Using this relation, we can define a new graph 
G, ffi (N,, E,, I(no)) 
called the (first) derived graph of G and denoted ~(G). If we repeat the process on this new graph, 
we get a second derived graph G= = ~(~(G)) .  Continuing in this manner, we can produce a 
sequence of graphs (Go, G,, G2 . . . .  ) such that Go = G, G~+, = ~(G~), 0~/<no.  We call this 
sequence the derived sequence for G. A graph G is said to be reducible if, for some G~ in the 
derived sequence, G~+, = G~ and Gt is the trivial flow graph consisting of a single node. The graph 
in Fig. 2 is reducible and its derived sequence is shown in Fig. 4. 
Not all graphs are redmm'ble as can be seen from the example in Fig. 6. If  we apply the 
( 
) 
Fig. 4. An example flow graph. 
Ga = ~(G1) G== ~(GI) 
Fig. 5. The derived sequence for the example graph in Fig. 3. 
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intervalization process to this graph, the derived graph is the same as the original. Such 
irreducible flow graphs would cause difficulty in our analysis; however, two facts allow us to 
ignore them. 
First, it has been shown that most program flow graphs are reducible, particularly those which 
are the result of "structured" programming[I,5]. Second, irreducible flow graphs can be 
transformed into reducible ones by a process known as "node-splitting" [6,7]. If we split node 2 
in Fig. 6 into two identical copies, we can get the reducible flow graph shown in Fig. 7. For these 
reasons we assume in the remainder of this paper that we are dealing only with reducible flow 
graphs. 
Three properties of the interval partition will be useful in the solution of the flow analysis 
problem: 
(1) Intervals are single-entry regions. 
(2) The nodes of I -{h} are partially ordered by the successor relation. 
(3) Using the topological sort, a total ordering on I -{h} which preserves the successor 
relation can be constructed. 
We need not actually use the topological sort to construct a total order for I -{h} because 
such an ordering is provided naturally by the interval construction process. Note that in 
Algorithm I a node is only added to the interval if all its predecessors have already been added; 
thus, the order in which nodes are added, called interval order, is the desired total ordering of 
I -  {h}. Interval order is by no means unique; in fact, it depends heavily on the order in which 
successors are examined by Algorithm L However, uniqueness i  unimportant since we merely 
wish to linearize I -{h}  in some way so that we can visit nodes in interval order with the 
assurance that we visit a node only after all its predecessors (inflow) have been visited. We will use 
this property frequently in the forthcoming algorithms. 
The first algorithm computes the expected frequency of each node in an interval I under the 
assumption that I is entered once. An initial pass through I uses the acyclic method introduced 
earlier to compute an initial estimate, fo(n), which is the expected number of times that n is 
executed given that the header is executed only once. Next the possibility of branches back to 
the header must be accounted for. This is done by computing a latching frequency .fi--the 
probability that a branch back to the header will occur, given that the header is executed once. An 
adjusted frequency f,(h) for the header is then computed using ~ and equation (7). 
1 
f,(h) = 1 -.~" (7) 
The adjusted frequencies fl(n) for each node in I -{h } are computed according to the following 
formula 
f,(n ) = fo(n), f~(h). (8) 
Finally, interval transition probabilities, probabilities of jumps from the current interval to others, 
are computed. 
Algorithm A Compute Relative Frequencies 
Input: (1) An interval I with header h. 
(2) Transition probabilities p(n, x) for each n E I, x ~ S(n). 
(3) The set of successor intervals J of I and their headers hj. 
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(4) A total ordering 0 (interval order) of the nodes of I -  {h} which preserves the 
successor relation. 
Output: (1) The relative frequencies f~(n), n E I. 
(2) The interval transition probabilities p(I, J), J ~ S ( I). 
Method: 
begin f o( h ) : = 1; 
¢ Compute initial frequency estimates 
for ]: = 2 to [I[ by 1. 
de 
b: ffi the unique node in I -{h}  
such that O(b)•]; 
/db):= ~ p(x,b) /dx)  
x~P(b) 
od: 
¢ Compute the latch frequency ¢" 
(A2) 
fl : = XE~)NI p (X, h )fo(X ) 
¢ Compute the adjusted header frequency ¢
(A3) ft(h): = ~ fo(h); 
e' Compute relative frequency for other nodes e" 
for all b E I -{  h } 
do 
(A4) f,(b): = f~(h ) . fo(b ) 
(A5) 
end 
od; 
¢ Compute interval transition probabilities ¢
for all J E S(I) 
do 
hj: = header of Y; 
p (L J): = • ~,n ,  p (x, hl)fl(x ) 
od 
As an example, suppose the interval in question is the one in Fig. 8, which is the same as the 
acyclic graph of Fig. 2 with the addition of a latch from node 6 to node 1; transition probability: 
p (6, I) = 0.9. 
Since the frequencies computed for Fig. 2 correspond to the fo's in Algorithm A, we have 
fo i l ) -  1 /o{2) = 0.5 
fo(3) = 0.5 for4) = 0.6 
fo(5) = 0.4 fo(6) = 1. 
The latch frequency ~ is (0.9)× fo(6) or 0.9 so by equation (7) 
1 
f,(l) = 1-0.---~-- 10. 
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( 
O.I 
Fig. 8. An interval with transition probabilities. 
Using equation (8), we get 
f1(2) = (0.5) × 10 = 5 
f,(3) - (0.5) x 10 = 5 
f,(4) - (0.6) × 10 = 6 
f,(5) = (0.4) x 10 = 4 
f,(6)-- I x I0 = I0 
which are the relative expected frequencies, assuming the interval is entered once. 
Termination of Algorithm A is obvious. Correctness i shown by the following theorem and 
corollary. 
THEOgEM 5. After execution of Algorithm A, for every b E I, L(b) is the expected frequency of node 
b given that I is entered once. 
Proof. By induction on the interval order. 
1 
Basis. f)(h)= l "  f~" 
Given that the interval is entered once, f, is just the fraction of times that a branch back to the 
header will be made from within the interval (by the correctness of equations (3), Theorem 1). 
Thus the header is executed 
1 
. . . .  
times. Formally, this follows from the result that if X is a non-negative random variable with 
integer values, 
E[X] = ~ p (X i> n) (S) 
nw|  
If X = number of times the header is executed given the interval is executed once, it is easy to 
show p(X ~> n)= ~,-i and the desired result follows immediately. 
Induction step 
Assume the hypothesis true for all nodes with interval order < m. The first part of Algorithm 
A (Steps Al-A2) correctly computes the expected frequency of each n E I -{h} given that h is 
executed once (by Theorem 3, the acyclic case). Thus 
lo(m) = .~,~. p (x, m)lo(x). (9) 
Multiplying both sides of equation (9) by 1/(1-fa) we get 
1 1 
fo(m) l-f1 = ~, m)fo(x) 1-]~ (10) 
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Since x E P(m)  implies the interval order of x is less than that of m, the induction hypothesis gives 
US 
fo(x) ll~_f~ = f,(x). (11) 
By Theorem 1, if a correct frequency f,(x) exists for every x E P(m), then 
f,(m ) = ~,~, p (x, m )f,(x). 
Combining this equation with equations (10) and (11) we get 
1 
f,(m) = fo(m) 1 - f~ 
which is the multiplication applied in statements (A3) and (A4). Thus the induction iscomplete and 
f,(x) is correctly computed for all x E/.  
Corollary 1. Under the assumption that all states (nodes) in the interval I are transient (a 
basic assumption of the Markov model), Algorithm A correctly computes the transition 
probabifities p (I, J) for successors J of I. 
Proof. Consider the set of predecessors of h~ (header of J) in I: P(h~)N L We insert a 
pseudo-node xl between these nodes and J by modifying the successor relation as follows: 
x6P(h~)N l~xsES ' (x ) ,  h,6S'(x)  
and 
S'(xl)={h,}. 
New transition probabilities are 
p'(x, xj)=p(x, hj), x EP(h , )N I  
p'(xj, hj) = I. 
Intuitively, we have inserted a null node which collects all jumps to the interval J. Since xj has all 
its predecessors in I it must be in I also and, by Theorem 1 and Theorem 5, the expected number 
of times it will be executed, given that I is entered once, is 
f ,(xa ) = ~,)  p'(x, xs )f,(x ). 
Let X,, be the random variable representing the number of times node x~ is executed whenever I 
is entered. Since xj is not in any circuit of L Xj = 0 or 1. Thus 
f,(x,) = E(X,) = p(X, = I) 
which means that f,(xD is just the probability that xj is executed given that I is entered. But 
p'(xl, hj) = 1 so f,(xD is also the probability that J is executed after I is executed. Combining 
these observations, we get 
p(l, J) = f,(xl) = ~,~,)p'(x, x,)/,(x) = ~ p(x, h,)f,(x) 
xEPIhl)N! 
which is the formula used in statement (A5). 
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Algorithm A can be applied to every interval in the program and, since it computes interval 
transition probabilities, it can then be applied to every interval of the derived graph, then to 
intervals of the second erived graph and so on until the trivial flow graph is reached. We know 
that the program is to be executed once so the interval represented by the program node will be 
entered exactly once. To complete our frequency calculations we need only develop an algorithm 
which computes the actual frequencies of nodes in an interval from the number of times that 
interval is entered. We then apply this algorithm to the intervals of the derived sequence in 
reverse order, halting when expected frequencies have been computed for each node in the 
original graph. Algorithm B below uses the obvious analog to equation (8), a simple 
multiplication, to compute the desired frequencies. 
Algorithm B Final Frequencies 
Input: (1) An interval L 
(2) f(I), the expected number of times I will be entered, given that the program is 
executed once. 
(3) f,(b), Yb E I, the number of times b will be executed given that I is entered just 
once. 
Output: f(b), Yb E L the expected frequency of node b given that the program is executed 
once. 
Method: 
begin e" Use a simple multiplication e'
for all b ~ I 
do f(b): = f(I). f,(b) od 
end 
Termination and correctness of this algorithm are obvious. 
We now turn to the complexity of the entire computation. Let M be the total number of nodes 
in the original graph and each derived graph in the derived sequence and let F be the total number 
of edges in the original graph and the derived sequence. 
THEOREM 6. The interval method of proJitability calculation requires at most 2(F + M) arithmetic 
operations. 
Proof. Let e~ be the number of edges leaving nodes of interval I and m be the number of 
nodes in I. Consider first the complexity of Algorithm A. 
In Steps (A1), (A2) and (A5) (considered as a group) the total number of multiplications 
(p(x,b)xf(x)) required is e~, one for each edge leaving a node of I. The total number of 
additions required in these three steps is also less than o. Steps (A3) and (A4) require one division 
or multiplication for each node in the interval for a total of n~. We may ignore the subtraction 
(1 - f  t) since the number of additions in other steps is overestimated by at least n~ and nl is 
always ~>1. 
Algorithm B requires nl multiplications in each interval so the entire process requires at most 
2(e~ + m) operations in each interval. If we apply these algorithms to each interval in a graph 
G = (N, E, no) we require at most 2(IEI + INI) operations. Finally, applying them to the entire 
derived sequence gives the desired upper bound 2(F + M). 
In the worst cases on a flow graph G -- (N, E, no) this bound is 0(IEr) but in many specific 
instances it is much smaller, say 0(IEI log IEI) or 0(IE D. A detailed examination of the complexity 
of interval methods is contained in [9]. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider the graph in Fig. 9 below with the following transition probabilities: 
p(I,2) = 0.5 p(I,5) = 0.5 
p(2,3) = 0.9 p(2,4) = 0.I 
p(3,5) = 0.I p(3,2) = 0.9 
p (4, 5) = 1 p (5, 6) = 1 
p(6,7) = 1 p(7,8) = 0.1 
p (7, 6) = 0.9 
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Fig. 9. An example graph. 
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Fig. I0. The derived graph for Fig. 9. 
Note that this is just the graph from Fig. 4 with transition probabilities added. The relative 
frequencies are 
! 
f,(1) = I f,(2) = ~-~ = 5.26 
f2(3) = 4.73 f,(4) = 5.26 
f,(5) = 1 f,(6) = lO 
/,(7) = 19 f~(8) = 1. 
For the derived graph (Fig. 10) the relative frequencies are 
/,({l}) = l /,({2, 3, 4}) = 0.5 
/,({5D = ~ f,({6, 7, 8}) -- i. 
Since the graph reduces on the next step, these are the actual frequencies of the intervals. Using 
the simple multiplicative t chnique of Algorithm B, we find the final frequencies for individual 
nodes to be 
f(l) = 1 f(2) = 2.63 
f(3) = 2.365 f(4) = 0.263 
/(5)-- l f(6) = I0 
/(7) = ~0 /(s) = ~. 
From this computation we see that it would be profitable to move code from either node 2 or 3 to 
node 1 but most unprofitable to move code from node 4 to node 1. 
7. SUMMARY AND HISTORICAL NOTES 
Program flow analysis has been modeled as a Markov process and a system of linear 
equations for the expected frequencies of blocks has been derived. "Cocke-Allen interval" 
analysis has been used in a solution algorithm which works for reducible flow graphs. 
Similar techniques can be applied to other prog~m flow analysis problems. For example, 
consider "redundant subexpression elimination", where the problem is to compute, for every 
block b in the program, the set AVAIL(b) of expressions for which a current value will always be 
"available" on entry to b. This information is used to replace xpression computations by load 
instructions. An expression isavailable (i.e. its current value is saved in memory) on entry to b if, 
for each predecessor x of b, either: 
(1) the expression is computed inx and none of its arguments are redefined before xit, or: 
(2) the expression is available on entry to x and it is "not killed" in x, i.e. none of its 
arguments are redefined in x. 
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Let GEN(b)  be the set of expressions which are computed in b and NK ILL (b)  be the set of 
expressions which are not killed in b. The above observations lead immediately to the system of 
set equations 
AVAIL(b) = 
AVAIL(no) = 
N (GEN(x) U (AVAIL(x) N NKILL(x))).  
xEP(b) 
(12) 
This system is easily solved using interval techniques much like the profitability calculation[10]. 
Recently Ullman [1 I] and Graham and Wegman [20] have discovered 0(IEI log IE I) algorithms that 
can be adapted to solve the profitability equations. 
Interval analysis has been used to solve other problems including the location of "l ive" 
variables in a program[9, 12, 13]. Techniques which do not involve intervals have also been 
studied: in particular, Hecht and Ullman[14] and Kildall[15] have investigated the properties of a 
simple iterative approach. In a recent paper[16], Beatty has succeeded in modifying an interval 
method to work on non-reducible flow graphs by applying the techniques of Earnest et al. [17]. 
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